
Aunt Jemimas- the only pancakes 
that give you lightness plus. . . 
Aunt Jemimas' FINER FLAVOR! 

Know why folks prefer Aunt 
Jernimas? It's because these long- 
time family favorites give you 
lightness and superb flavor! Ye's,-, . 
Aunt ~emimas give you both! All 
the render, f l u 5  lighrness you 
could wish for plus.. . that heav- 
enly, delicate flavor no other pan- 
cake has ever been able to copy! 

Get Both Kinds 
If you haven't served America's 
best loved pancakes lately -get 
some. One taste usill tell you why 
folks vote Aunt Jemirnas the 

; AunTJihiG "lightest, the most delicious pan- 
. ,  w,:: cakes you can make." 
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4 See for y o u i s e ~why. . . 
6~ MORE WOME~~PREFERAUN'f SEMlMAS 

~ e m o r i a f  Hospital, who were among the job-ol softening water. He r r '  

sistedof small disksof claystamped with the bathtub, and launched 
various images-the figure of a goat, softening businem. Gans' pate 
Saint Paul and the serpent, Diana, cluding several on synthetic 

seal. Said Dioscorides, as translated by concerned, it is a factor to 
a seventeenth-century English bota- with where people are on 
nist, "it bath an eminent faculty of an diets. Physicians in hard-w 
Antidot against deadly poisons when have often wondered why tb 
drank with wine, & being taken before, weren't producing resul 
i t  constrains to vomit up poisons. I t  is denly dawned on the 
good also against ye strokes & it is tients were blithely 
good for ye bitings of venemous poison- cocktails straight ou 
outcastini beasts. . . . And i t  is good Doctors now correct 
also for dysenteries." ing distilled water, or 
. Whether or not the clay seals were by ion-exchange mixtures that 

true ion exchangers may never be all the mineral ions. The applica 
proved, but the chemical principles on this chemical trick are, as you ser, 
which today's ion-exchange resins op- most limitless. 
erate were discovered just 100 years The bag of tricks did 
ago by two British ~cientists, J. Thomas to expand until the late 
Way and H. S. Thompson. They ob- wasdemonstrated that 
served that  certain soils could remove made from petroleum an 
from solution the alkaline half of a dim- icals offered better ion-swappin 
solved fertilizer salt, the ammonia of bilitiee than the silica compoun 
ammonium sulfate, for example, and in water softening. Their 
they carried out numerous experiments mainly confined to industr' 
to prove the point. however. 

Like many another scientific dis- Inspiration for the 80 

job. Richard Gans, a German chemist, (Cantintzed on Prye 56) . 


